Southern African Countries Shine
USAID-sponsored trip to
Solar Power International
encourages investment
in Southern Africa’s
clean energy industry

During his visit to SPI, Morteza Abkenari from Solar Power was impressed with the 5,800 panel rooftop
array and the cost savings achieved
through net metering.

As a follow up to Solar Power
International, in April 2013 AEAMD Renewable Energy
visited Botswana to assess
Botswana’s readiness for
clean energy investment. AEAMD is currently building a 33
megawatt solar plant in South
Africa and is interested in
developing a grid scale solar
plant in Botswana. USAID’s
Trade Hub continues to
receive further enquiries from
potential solar companies
interested in setting up in
Southern Africa as a result of
the investment trip.

In partnership with the US Embassy in Botswana, USAID’s Southern Africa Trade Hub sponsored eight renewable energy companies from Botswana, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa and
Zambia to attend the Solar Power International Conference and
Exhibition September 10-14, 2012 in Orlando, Florida. The delegation met with US suppliers, distributors and manufacturers of
solar energy products and services to develop linkages and draw
attention to solar power investment opportunities in the region.
Solar Power International (SPI) is the largest and most comprehensive solar energy event in North America, bringing together
over 1,200 exhibitors and 21,000 delegates. The Southern Africa
delegation was comprised of Solar Power, the oldest company
dedicated to natural resource development in Botswana; BPC
Lesedi, a renewable energy subsidiary of Botswana Power Corporation (BPC); Energy Systems Group, a prominent supplier and
installer of solar systems in Botswana; Alternative Energy Systems, one of the leading suppliers and installers of solar electrical
systems in Namibia; and AE-AMD Renewable Energy, a South
African company that has been licensed to develop and operate
renewable energy utility scale power plants.
The solar companies from Southern Africa also met some major
players in solar energy including Quanta Power Generation, which
has resulted in preliminary discussions with AE-AMD Renewable
Energy Company for possible EPC (Engineering, Procurement,
and Construction) Services. Discussions are also underway with
ASP, a photovoltaic module manufacturer, as well as Advanced
Energy, a supplier of inverters, which transform energy from solar
panels into usable current. Delegates identified possible suppliers
of solar storage, inverters and off-grid systems, while others had
discussions with Africa Energy Group to procure solar storage
systems. The delegation also held an interactive session with Mr.
Timothy Kim from the US Export-Import Bank (EXIM). As a result
of the trip, some of the Southern African companies are pursuing
EXIM financing possibilities and are in the process of submitting
financing proposals to EXIM Bank.
The trip has also led to increased trade between the Southern African countries and the U.S. As a result of the mission, Namibian
solar company Alternative Energy Systems CC concluded their
first transaction for solar water pumps and Quanta Power Generation visited the region to explore investment opportunities in clean
energy further. Quanta, a publicly traded US$4.5 billion company
employing 17,000 people, visited Mozambique, Botswana and
South Africa in a series of Trade Hub-facilitated meetings.

